
 

 
 

     

            

Topic: Goalkeeping – Introductory            

Age Group: Varied            

            

Activity:  Self-services           

 

 
 

Description:     Coaching Points:   

Each player has a ball. Players move around 
the penalty area executing various running 
and footwork, then execute the given 
service/save as designated by the coach. 
 
Variations: 
- Roll to side/scoop 
- Bounce/basket 
- Bounce/Contour 
- High toss/High contour 
- Bounce to side/collapse dive 
- Stationary balls on ground/scoop 

(players move without balls) 

1. Proper technique of each save 
2. Attack the ball 
3. Follow through the save 
4. Two hands on the ball 

            

Activity: Gate Game           

 

 
 

Description:     Coaching Points:   

Gates are set up around the penalty area. Players in 
pairs with one ball. 
 
One player serves the ball to partner through a 
gate. Partner saves the ball and continues through 
the gate. Partners continue to another gate, and the 
ball is served back to the original player. This 
continues, trying to serve and save the ball back and 
forth through as many gates as possible. 

 
Variations: 

- Roll; scoop 
- Toss/Sling throw; basket/contour/high contour 
- Strike with foot; scoop/basket/contour 

- Volley/Punt; basket/contour 

1. Proper technique of saves 
2. Correct decision of which save to make 
3. Attack the ball 
4. Follow through saves 
5. Move feet/body for balls to the side 
6. Use two hands at all times 
7. Timing of set position – right before 

ball is served 
8. Technique of distribution/services 

            

 

Activity: Keeper Wars 
 

          
 

Description:     Coaching Points:   

Players in pairs, one ball per pair. Players stand 
inside gates facing each other. 
 

Players try to score on each other by serving the 
ball between the gate past their partner. In order 
to score, balls must be below a specified height. 
Goals = 1 point. Balls served wide of the gate = -1 
point. 

 
Variations/Progressions: 

- Balls must be served from hands 

- Balls can be served from hands or feet 
- Increase/decrease distance between gates 

- Increase/decrease size of gates 

1. Technique of saves 
2. Technique of services/distribution 
3. Timing of set position – right before 

ball is struck/served 
4. Decision of which type of save to make 
5. Move feet/body behind the ball 
6. Attack the ball 
7. Two hands on every save 
8. When to save vs. when to parry 
9. When to dive vs. stay on feet 

            

Activity: Diving            

 

 
 

Description:     Coaching Points:   

Players in groups of three, two balls. Cones set up 
in triangle. One player on each side of triangle 
with a ball, one player in the middle of triangle 
standing between bottom cones, across from top 
cone. 

 
Middle player faces an outside player. Outside 
player serves ball toward top cone. Middle player 
dives to make save before ball reaches cone. 

 
Variations: 

- Low dives (along ground) 
- Collapse dives (in air) 
- Bounced balls 

- Services from feet/hands 

1. Technique of dives 
2. Timing of dives 
3. Attack the ball (forward angle) 
4. Speed of reload 
5. Technique of reload 

            

Activity: Set Position Timing           

 

 
 

Description:     Coaching Points:   

Players in pairs, one ball per pair. Players 
stand inside gates facing each other. 
 
Player with ball takes a prep touch in front of 
body – partner gets set. Server strikes ball for 
partner to save. 
 
Variations: 

- Balls struck from ground 
- Ball struck from volley/drop kick 
- Add footwork prior to prep touch 

1. Timing of set position – right before 
ball struck 

2. Technique of set position 
3. Technique of saves 
4. Decision of which save to make 
5. Attack the ball 
6. Two hands on every save 
7. When to save vs. when to parry 
8. When to dive vs. stay on feet 

 


